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    Chapter 7   
 Infectious Connectivity: Affect 
and the Internet in Postnormal Times       

       John     A.     Sweeney    

            Introduction 

 Until 2011, the only thing notable about Le Roy, New York was that it gave birth to 
Jell-O and housed a museum in honor of the well-known, yet perhaps not very well- 
liked, American delicacy. All this changed when a group of teenage girls and one boy 
at Le Roy High School began displaying uncontrollable spasms, tics, seizures, and 
stuttering. At the peak of the outbreak, 20 people—including a few non- students—
were suffering from  Tourette-like symptoms  . Local media coverage quickly turned 
into national news, and experts of various pedigree submitted myriad postulates—
infections, environmental pollution, and Lyme disease were the most popular. An 
in-depth study by the New York State Department of Health concluded: “The health-
care providers and public health agencies involved in this investigation consider this 
cluster of cases to be the result of  conversion disorder/mass psychogenic illness  ” 
(New York State Department of Health  2012 , p. 7). A diagnosis of mass psychogenic 
illness (hereafter MPI), which used to be known as  mass hysteria  , is not without 
controversy (or detractors), especially as the  Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders   (hereafter DSM) offers no specifi c guidelines, which is to say that 
the diagnosis is entirely subjective, if not what is offered when nothing else comes 
forward. Indeed, the diagnosis is just as mysterious as the illness, and the public 
pronouncement of MPI did little to quell the media circus surrounding the outbreak, 
which only worsened the situation by serving as a contributing factor in the  conta-
gion’s spread   (Abbott  2014 ). As Dimon reports, “Some believe that the Le Roy out-
break was a direct result of videos posted to YouTube by Lori Brownell, a girl with 
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severe tics in Corinth, New York, 250 miles east of Le Roy” (Dimon  2013 , para. 56). 
Early reports note how the initial group of teenage girls to be affected were watching 
videos on YouTube and mimicking what they saw. At the height of the incident, Dr. 
David Lichter, a Neurology Professor at the University of Buffalo, commented to a 
local news station: “I think you do have the potential for people going online and 
witnessing other student’s [sic] behavior, then I think this medium has the potential 
to spread it beyond the immediate environment” (Admin WKBW  2012 , para. 3). 

 Dr. Lichter’s prescient premonition seems to have come to fruition in Le Roy as 
Marge Fitzsimmons, a 36-year old nurse who had no direct contact with any of the 
students, started displaying the same symptoms, ostensibly contracted through 
 social media  , which was the primary means by which she accessed and acquired 
information and updates on the affl icted. Again, Dimon reports, “Facebook was not 
only increasing the spread of the illness to new people, it was also exacerbating the 
stress, and therefore the symptoms, of those already suffering” (Dimon  2013 , para. 
42). Refl ecting on the Le Roy contagion and how future MPI outbreaks might prop-
agate, Dr. Robert Bartholomew, a sociologist specializing in MPI incidents, put 
forward an ominous potentiality: one of “a far greater or global episode, unless we 
quickly understand how  social media   is, for the fi rst time, acting as the primary vec-
tor or agent of spread for conversion disorder” (Dimon  2013 , para. 8). How might 
one imagine such future(s) possibilities? A look into the past might be useful for 
thinking about future(s) possibilities. 

 In the summer of 1518, scores of people in Strasbourg took to the streets to 
dance. There was no festival or special occasion that inspired them to do so; they 
were inexplicably compelled. An unknown force drove some to their death, and this 
feverish plague struck suddenly and swiftly, engulfi ng the town and surrounding 
areas in terror. The  Dancing Plague      of 1518 was not the fi rst of such pandemics to 
strike Europe in the Middle Ages, but it is one of the most notable and well-studied. 
What maddened 400 people into a dancing frenzy? As Waller ( 2008 ) explains,

  It was a  hysterical reaction  . But it’s one that could only have occurred in a culture steeped 
in a particular kind of  supernaturalism  . The people of Strasbourg danced in their misery due 
to an unquestioning belief in the wrath of God and His holy saints: it was a pathological 
expression of desperation and pious fear. (p. 13) 

    Waller’s speculation   about the causes of the Dancing Plague are amongst the 
most well-regarded, but the author, who wrote two  monographs   on the 1518 inci-
dent, is also quick to point out how much remains unknown and that contemporary 
diagnoses of such phenomena remain decidedly speculative. Again, Waller notes,

  In an age dominated by genetic explanations, the  dancing plagues   remind us that the symp-
toms of mental illnesses are not fi xed and unchanging, but can be modifi ed by changing 
cultural milieus. At the same time, the phenomenon of the dancing mania, in all its rich 
perversity, reveals the extremes to which fear and supernaturalism can lead us. (Waller 
 2009 , p. 625) 

   While Waller focuses on  supernaturalism   as a basis for situating the psychosocial 
conditions of the Dancing Plague that struck Strasbourg, others note a variety of 
epigenetic factors and variables, although everyone who writes on the Dancing 
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Plagues ultimately reverts to speculation on the psychosocial state of the infl icted 
dancers. As Donaldson, Cavanagh, and Rankin ( 1997 ) observe,

  A dietary, toxic or infectious component are all possibilities. However, it seems to have 
been a psychological disorder which occurred where there was a predisposing cultural 
background, and to have been triggered by adverse social circumstances a sign of times 
which have long past. (p. 204) 

   If  cultural background   is a contributing factor in such incidents, how might this 
help one understand what happened in Le Roy? Given the immense popularity and 
increasing ubiquity of social media, might this interface be considered a cultural 
background? What affects might unfold in future(s) incidents? 

 In spite of the meteoric rise of social media and unanswered questions surround-
ing incidents such as Le Roy, many, if not most, of the scenarios for the futures of 
the World Wide Web (hereafter WWW) refrain from engaging with affective  phe-
nomena  . I have intentionally selected the less-used WWW designation rather than 
the Internet as the former identifi es the primary, albeit not sole, means by which 
digital information is accessed and shared rather than the physical infrastructure, 
although one clearly needs the other to subsist. This is not to say that this analysis 
is agnostic with regard to the massive technical constructs that are necessary to 
upload a video on YouTube or share a Facebook status using one’s smartphone, 
quite the contrary; none of these actions could or would exist without accelerating 
advancements in the Internet’s materiality, which has its own set of affects, but most 
who access the WWW have little contact with such mechanisms beyond the illumi-
nated screens of various size in front of them. As Galloway notes, “The open-source 
culture of new media really means one thing today, it means open interfaces” 
(Galloway  2012 , p. 9). And it is precisely the radiant screen in front of us that  affects  
us most, which is to say that humanity is itself an open interface – one beholden to 
a range of affects, including infectious connectivity. 

 Offering a useful  framing   of affect that distinguishes between emotion, feelings, 
and the very context for infectious connectivity, Massumi argues:

  Reserve the term “ emotion”   for the personalized content, and affect for the continuation. 
Emotion is contextual. Affect is situational: eventfully ingressive to context. Serially so: 
affect is trans-situational. As processional as it is precessional, affect inhabits the passage. 
It is pre- and post-contextual, pre- and post-personal, an excess of continuity invested only 
in the ongoing: its own. (Massumi  2002 , p. 217) 

   Affect has become a popular concept in theoretical circles as it points toward our 
inherent plasticity as “ porously open systems”   (Dator et al.  2015 , p. 3). As 
Hemmings explains, “[Affect] is transferred to others and doubles back, increasing 
its original intensity. Affect can thus be said to place the individual in a  circuit  of 
feeling and response…” (Hemmings  2005 , p. 552). In challenging the hegemony of 
agency, affect suggests a host of social and political  implications  —the most pro-
found of which is that our brains and bodies are so highly susceptible to a range of 
epigenetic forces that the very categories used to designate individuality—in many 
places, the basis for rights and citizenship—are, at best, ambiguous, if not entirely 
arbitrary. In our all-too-modern world, this plasticity is integral as a cause and effect 
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of infectious connectivity. For many, infectious connectivity is the nagging impulse 
to check your e-mail; the desire to click the refresh button on your social media feed 
when you have just loaded the page; the frustration of tossing and turning at night 
only to be comforted by the soft illumination of a familiar screen. For others, infec-
tious connectivity is what happened to Marge Fitzsimmons; the neurosomatic 
impulse to live away from the modern world; the push of a digital future, the weight 
of an all-too-human past, or something in-between that can and might shape what 
lies just over the horizon. Infectious connectivity, then, is affect incarnate—the 
trans-situational context for our all-too-human bodies engaging with “mutative” 
media in the extended present and a range of alternative futures (Dator et al.  2015 ). 

 Can  affect  explain the outbreak in Le Roy? Does the WWW have the capacity to 
infect someone? Could infectious connectivity be exploited or perhaps even weap-
onized? While some scenarios for the future of the Internet focus on e-health (Burns 
and McGrail  2012 ) and many more entertain a host of possibilities on  cybersecurity   
(Burns and McGrail  2012 ; Creech et al.  2009 ; Rueda‐Sabater and Derosby  2011 ), 
few, if any, confront the implications of infectious connectivity, even though such 
interests have become a focus for those seeking to profi t from our all-too-permeable 
humanity. As Sampson reports, “Infectable emotions, feelings, and affects have in 
effect become the favored focal point for experience designers and neuromarketers” 
(Sampson  2012 , p. 32). From the Facebook-approved, yet covert, experiment on 
users’ emotions (Kramer et al.  2014 ; Meyer  2014 ) to the advent of Internet fasting 
camps in Japan (Samakow  2013 ), the affective impact of the WWW has never been 
more felt. 

 Using the lens of  Postnormal Times   to investigate the WWW’s infectious connec-
tivity, this study deploys a new foresight method to explore the emerging forces and 
issues pushing and weighing the WWW in the years to come. Developed in 2010 by 
Sardar, the concept of Postnormal Times argues that we inhabit “an in- between period 
where old orthodoxies are dying, new ones have yet to be born, and very few things 
seem to make sense” (Sardar  2010 , p. 435). This global  phenomenon   is experienced 
in highly localized ways and does not suggest that there is such as a thing as “normal” 
in an absolute sense; rather, it aims to provoke a critical look at normative constructs 
and perceptions while illuminating the often implicit sense that many, if not most, 
have about ongoing changes in the present and what lies just over the horizon.  

    How Are Postnormal Times? 

 In late September 2013, unit three at the  Oskarshamn nuclear power plant   in Sweden 
was forced to shut down. As the world’s biggest boiling-water reactor and the largest 
nuclear facility in the Nordic region, Oskarshamn’s sudden closure raised more than 
a few eyebrows, especially in the wake of the ongoing, which is also to say unre-
solved, Fukushima crisis. While workers at Oskarshamn were quick to dispel the 
possibility of a meltdown on the Baltic, the cause of the stoppage is actually far more 
troubling: a massive bloom of Moon jellyfi sh clogged the site’s intake piping, which 
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provides cool water for the 1400 MW unit (Guilford  2013 ). While the Oskarshamn 
incident received signifi cant media attention, this is not the fi rst time that jellyfi sh, 
which are actually not fi sh but rather invertebrates, impacted unit three’s operations. 
In 2005, Oskarshamn, which provides roughly 10 % of Sweden’s power, was forced 
to power down for the same reason. This phenomenon has not been limited to 
Oskarshamn as massive blooms have created similar shutdowns at nuclear facilities 
in the USA, Israel, Scotland, and Japan. In addition to wreaking havoc on power 
grids, jellyfi sh have also prompted the relocation of major fi lm productions and 
caused headaches for the organizers of oceanic sporting events, including Sydney’s 
Olympic Committee, but the  recalcitrant invertebrates   are also known for undermin-
ing the world’s largest military and fomenting political tension (Sweeney  2013 ). 

 In 2006, the  USS Ronald Reagan , which at the time was world’s most advanced 
naval vessel, experienced what the Commander of US Naval Air Forces called an 
“ acute case of fouling  ”    while docked in Brisbane, Australia (Gershwin  2013 ). 
Although the ship and her 6000-person crew have the tactical capability to engage a 
small country, a jellyfi sh bloom clogged the   Reagan’s  coolant system      forcing the 
shutdown of all on-board activities and sending the ship back to sea. In 1999, the 
meddlesome invertebrates led to the closure of the Sual coal-fi red power plant in 
Luzon, Philippines. The brief blackout left 40 million without power and incited 
“fears that a long-rumored military coup d’état was underway” (Tucker  2010 , para. 
1). Although the power was only off for about 10-min, President Estrada issued a 
statement ensuring the public that the blackout was “not part of an attempt to desta-
bilise the government” (“Dark days for Estrada”  1999 , para. 2). 

 Perhaps what is most troubling about these weird occurrences is that they are 
expected to multiply as the convergence of overfi shing, marine pollution, and rising 
oceanic acidity and temperature levels, which are all the result of human activity, 
create favorable conditions for more blooms, especially near coastal areas, which is 
where one can fi nd many of the world’s 430 commercial nuclear power plants 
(World Nuclear Association  2015 ). In response to these incursions, scientists from 
the  Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)   designed the 
“Jellyfi sh Elimination Robotic Swarm” or  JEROS     . These autonomous jellyfi sh ter-
minators are programmed to seek and destroy coastal blooms, which in Korea alone 
impact local fi sheries an estimated $300 million a year (Gray  2013 ). 

 If anything, these weird events, as well as some of the responses to them, are 
signs that we do in fact live in postnormal times—an epoch where escalation has 
become common. As Sardar notes, the  inspiration   for Postnormal Times is 
Postnormal Science, which is

  characterised by high stakes, uncertain facts, disputed values and urgent decisions, hence 
the cost/benefi t equation will invariably be fi ercely debated. In these situations, peer accep-
tance is low or non-existent, theoretic structures are based on statistical processing and data 
input and the uncertainty tends towards ignorance. (Elahi  2011 , p. 197) 

   Ultimately, postnormal times demand new modes of  inquiry and analysis  , if only 
to deal with the chaos, contradictions, and complexity of life in an era of recalcitrant 
uncertainty and accelerating change. As Sardar notes, “it is clear that the predica-
ments of postnormal times cannot be resolved with existing tools. They require new 
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modes of thinking and new way of doing things…” (Sardar  2010 , p. 7). However, 
fi nding new and more effi cacious ways of navigating postnormal times is easier said 
than done, especially when many, if not most, remain ensconced within the   manu-
factured normalcy fi eld . As      Rao explains,

  There are mechanisms that operate – a mix of natural, emergent and designed – that work 
to prevent us from realizing that the future is actually happening as we speak. To really 
understand the world and how it is evolving, you need to break through this manufactured 
normalcy fi eld. (Rao  2012 , para. 4) 

   For Rao, the manufactured normalcy fi eld is what keeps one from coming to 
grips with postnormal times, although phenomena such as climate change and jel-
lyfi sh blooms are doing their utmost to catalyze a dramatic shift in thought and 
action. At the intersection of the chaos, contradictions, and complexity of postnor-
mal times lies the   weirding  inherent   to our historical moment. In this liminal state, 
it is impossible to go back to a state of manufactured normalcy—one cannot simply 
reboot one’s perceptive attunement. With the above framework in mind, the Centre 
for Postnormal Policy and Futures Studies (hereafter CPPFS)       developed a new 
method for analyzing emerging forces driven by the key concepts underlying post-
normal times. 

 In conventional futures and strategic foresight work, the future is often divided 
into near future, medium future, and far future or, worse yet, high, medium, and low 
future scenarios. While this approach has been widely utilized for thinking about 
and modeling futures in the past (and the present), these divisions are too broad, too 
general, and too simple. They lack the requisite complexity of the world itself, and, 
thus, will always fail to generate truly new insights and novel queries. In postnormal 
times, one must think of alternative futures in terms of specifi c  clusters   of intercon-
nected tomorrows—a complex ecology of possibilities for what might lie ahead. 
Furthermore, questions are far more important than answers, and Futures Studies 
has been plagued by an incessant drive towards strategic actionability rather than 
critical and creative analyses of the assumptions, blind spots, and manufactured 
normalcies that exert a tremendous infl uence in the here and now, the extended pres-
ent, and in a range of alternative futures. As Sardar argues:

  It is no longer enough to simply explore a variety of possible futures; we also need to give 
serious attention to how we are going to navigate the postnormal condition … to reach 
sane and viable futures. On the whole, futurists have avoided big questions (normally seen 
as the subject of philosophy) and concentrated on analysing trends, horizon scanning, 
building global models and creating scenarios, visions, images of alternative futures. 
(Sardar  2015 , p. 37) 

   As affect signals that which is most fragile about our porously open humanity, 
the degree to which we continue to be human in a variety of futures is crucial to this 
analysis. Another point raised by Sardar is critical for making some sense of what 
might lie ahead: it is no longer suffi cient to talk about alternative futures as some 
 phenomena  , such as global warming, must now be included in all scenarios, even if 
only addressed in the past tense in light of as yet unthought remedies—this inten-
tionally awkward designation signals a juxtaposition between that which is 
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 unthinkable versus unthought, or that which forces us to think beyond our current 
challenges, paradigms, and assumptions. Jim Dator has recently made a similar 
point with regard to what he calls the “Unholy Trinity” (Dator  2009 ) and the “new 
normal” for the Manoa School scenario modeling method (Dator  2014 ). Hence, this 
study uses the intentionally awkward  future(s)  to promote a double reading of things 
to come. On one hand, there are always futures—a multiplicity of possible, however 
improbable and implausible, alternative futures. On the other hand, “the” future 
suggests a requisite  commensality  —a common space defi ned by collective chal-
lenges and opportunities situated fi rmly within the dynamics of Postnormal Times. 
The  CPPFS   developed  The Three Tomorrows: A Method for Postnormal Times  
(hereafter 3T) to model these dynamics and provide a more robust methodological 
framework and approach for futures research. Providing a means to explore inter-
connected alternative futures scenarios of various scope and scale, 3T uses a single 
phenomenon or theme, in this case affect and the WWW, to investigate possibilities 
for what might lie ahead. As such, scenarios produced using 3T presence emerging 
issues and are meant to raise previously unthought concerns and questions.  

    Modeling 3T 

 The fi rst tomorrow is simply the Extended Present: that is to say, the trends and 
developments one can identify today will shape the future of the next 10–15 years, 
and this is what most people mean when they use they invoke “the” future. This is 
not to say, however, that the Extended Present cannot be affected by the turbulence 
of postnormal times. But on the whole, change in the near future will be determined 
by the momentum of the present. In this period dominated by trends (mega- and 
otherwise) and populated with weak signals, Gupta’s notion of the “ black elephant”   
captures the essence of this horizon. He explains, a black elephant

  is an event which is extremely likely and widely predicted by experts, but people attempt to 
pass it off as a black swan when it fi nally happens. Usually the experts who had predicted 
the event – from the economic crisis to pandemic fl u – go from being marginalized to being 
lionized when the problem fi nally rears its head. (Gupta  2009 , para. 3) 

    Black elephants  , then, are “in the room,” so to speak, which is why they are inte-
gral to the Extended Present. 

 Beyond the Extended Present, one fi nds the Familiar Future(s), which exists 
beyond the next 15–20 years and, yet, has no defi nite time horizon. The Familiar 
Future(s) refers to scenarios for which we have (often mediated) desires (created by 
dominant images and metaphors around us), futures we may have worked for and/or 
negotiated, and futures consciously shaped or unconsciously realized. Inayatullah’s 
notion of the “used” and/or “disowned” future resonates with this conceptual lens, 
but the Familiar Future(s) does not necessarily imply a negative or alienating context 
(Inayatullah  2008 ). The Familiar Future(s)    is where most futures work and research 
is concentrated, especially since “images” or “imaginings” of the future remain at the 
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core of Futures Studies (Dator et al.  2015 , p. 154).  Scenarios   developed to forecast or 
imagine the future(s) of the Internet—regardless of time horizon—fall squarely into 
this horizon. Taleb’s popular notion of the “ black swan”   captures the essence of this 
tomorrow (Taleb  2007 ). In contrast to the black elephants of the Extended Present, 
black swans in the Familiar Future(s) are not perceptible or articulated, even by 
experts, which is to say that they can and might appear seemingly “out of the blue” 
but, as Taleb notes, they do make sense in hindsight. 

 Finally, the Unthought Future(s)    constitutes the third tomorrow. These futures 
remain outside the framework of current thought, and this tomorrow forces one to 
reexamine the very premise of one’s worldview and the assumptions underlying our 
preferences for what might lie ahead. As such, the Unthought Future(s) is a radical 
space of pure possibility—it is not unthinkable, as the title suggests, but rather a 
space populated with seemingly infi nite alternative futures. Anything goes, so to 
speak, in the Unthought Future(s), and there are always questions to be asked about 
this future(s). In order to account for this dynamic, I developed the notion of the 
“ black jellyfi sh”   to capture the essence of this horizon. 

 As the introductory examples sought to demonstrate,  postnormal times   demands 
that we attend to the complexities of both large and small phenomena. As with the 
black elephant and the black swan, black jellyfi sh are “high impact,” but they are 
“normal” phenomena driven towards a postnormal state by positive feedback—or 
increasing growth leading toward systemic instability. As Sardar explains:

  Since everything is linked up and networked with everything else, a break down [sic] any-
where has a knock on effect, unsettling other parts of the  network  , even bringing down the 
whole network. Moreover, the potential for positive feedback, for things to multiply rapidly 
and dangerously in geometric progression, is enormous. This is where those small, insig-
nifi cant, initial conditions come in: they can trigger major upheavals, even a small change 
can lead to collapse with accelerating speed. (Sardar  2010 , p. 438) 

   When put side-by-side, black elephants, black swans, and black jellyfi sh form 
the core of analysis within 3T, and constitute CPPFS’s menagerie of postnormal 
potentialities. The next three sections outline some black elephants, black swans, 
and black jellyfi sh pushing and weighing the WWW.  

    The Extended Present’s Black Elephants 

 In 2013, an online coupon site performed a survey of 2403 parents on gadget usage 
with small children. An extraordinary, yet perhaps unsurprising, 86 % of respon-
dents admitted to using a smartphone to either pacify or babysit an upset child 
(Amodio  2013 ). Around the same time of the survey, the  American Academy of 
Pediatrics   released a  policy statement   entitled:  Children, Adolescents, and the 
Media . The statement encourages parents to “discourage screen media exposure for 
children <2 years of age” (Council on Communications and Media  2013 , p. 959). As 
the rising ubiquity of smartphones and tablets is a fairly recent phenomenon, there 
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are no long-term studies that can substantiate, or even speculate, on the far- ranging 
impacts or affects, although numerous calls have been made to remedy this over-
sight. Writing in the journal  Pediatrics , Radesky, Schumacher, and Zuckerman 
( 2015 ) contend,

  New guidance is needed because mobile media differs from television in its multiple 
modalities (e.g., videos, games, educational apps), interactive capabilities, and near ubiq-
uity in children’s lives. Recommendations for use by infants, toddlers, and preschool-aged 
children are especially crucial, because effects of screen time are potentially more pro-
nounced in this group. (p. 1) 

   While the WWW’s affects remain speculative, not all experts agree about what 
the increasing  digitalization   of play, if not life itself, for (most but not all) children 
portends. As Holloway, Green, and Livingstone ( 2013 ) observe:

  Children’s advocates and media commentators tend to blame each new  ICT technology   
(television, computers, gaming platforms, touchscreens) for the erosion of children’s play-
time – often without reference to other social and economic changes that have progressively 
eroded children’s play time over the last few generations (Ginsburg, 2007). For instance, 
working parents tend to have less time to supervise outdoor play (McBride, 2012); genera-
tions of parents have progressively restricted the places or boundaries where children can 
play unsupervised (Louv, 2005; Tandy, 1999); and spontaneous play has progressively been 
replaced by adult organised activities (Skår & Krogh, 2009). This gradual reduction in 
children’s play opportunities brings into question whether or not home-based entertainment 
technologies are the single, or even the major, reason for the decline in spontaneous play. 
(p. 20) 

   Given the constraints of the digital divide, which is to say that only half the world 
has ever accessed the WWW, the effects of increasing screen time appear to be decid-
edly provincial—unless Nicholas Negroponte’s experiments in Africa scale-up. 

 In 2012, Negroponte’s One Laptop per Child (hereafter OLPC)       initiative dropped 
off boxes of pre-loaded Android tablets to two remote villages in Ethiopia. As 
Talbot ( 2012 ) reports, “The goal: to see if illiterate kids with no previous exposure 
to written words can learn how to read all by themselves, by experimenting with the 
tablet and its preloaded alphabet-training games, e-books, movies, cartoons, paint-
ings, and other programs” (para. 2). Apparently, Negroponte’s experiment “worked,” 
and children began using the devices and accessing programs for learning, which 
was verifi ed by technicians who collected the device’s memory cards. By 2014, 
however, optimism turned into realism as reports of sharp drops in usage and poor 
results in other localities crippled the once steamrolling start-up. Focusing on 
OLPC’s 570,000 laptop project in Uruguay, a report by researchers at Universidad 
de la República’s Economics Institute found that the initiative had no impact “on 
test scores in reading and math. This result is consistent with estimates for Israel, 
Peru, Romania, Nepal, and the US (North Carolina)” (Mejía  2014 , para. 8). Aside 
from the lack of impact on the educational development of OLPC’s subjects, there 
is little, if any, evidence to suggest that OLPC took any precaution with regard to the 
affect that such devices might have in various sociocultural contexts. What infec-
tious connectivity might arise from such interventions? As the child subjects of 
these experiments grow up, what affects might emerge?  
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    The Familiar Future(s)’s Black Swans 

 There is no shortage of scenarios for the future of the Internet; in fact, a litany of 
studies producing a range of plausible, probable, possible, and preferable futures is 
readily available (Blackman et al.  2010 ; Burns and McGrail  2012 ; Creech et al. 
 2009 ; Rueda‐Sabater and Derosby  2011 ). However, many, if not most, focus solely 
on the Internet, which is to say infrastructure and the various devices and services 
surrounding it, rather than the WWW’s potential  affects  , but a few exceptions muse 
on the WWW’s diffuse affects. The Oxford Internet Institute’s  Toward a Future 
Internet: Interrelation between Technological, Social and Economic Trends  offers 
conclusions on future needs and directions by identifying 11 main drivers, includ-
ing: “Environmental affects, positive and negative at personal to planetary levels” 
(Blackman et al.  2010 , p. 91). Although the report mentions health services and 
healthcare  repeatedly  , it never makes an explicit connection between the WWW’s 
various interfaces and the potentiality for a range of developmental and psychoso-
cial affects, although a generous reading of the above driver could be extended to 
personal, environmental effects. In a similar vein, a report by the International 
Institute for Sustainable Development notes,

  While the energy and emissions issues currently dominate discussions about the footprint 
of the Internet, less obvious, but of considerable concern are the issues around materials 
consumption in the production of equipment and the related implications of e-waste, 
including exposure to and disposal of the hazardous substances contained in electronic 
products. (Creech et al.  2009 , p. 12) 

   As most, if not all, images of the Internet’s future focus on access, services, 
and infrastructure, Black Swans within this  horizon   ought to land within conver-
gence of the WWW’s possible affects and the aforementioned materiality of the 
Internet. Additionally, given the broad interest in securitization of the Internet—
from personal privacy to cyberwar—generating a wildcard, which might act as a 
push toward the Familiar Future(s), within this sphere is critical. Sometimes, 
however, the best means of looking ahead involves analyzing past images of the 
future. 

 Zbigniew Brzezinski’s  Between Two Ages: America’s Role in the Technetronic 
Era  ( 1970 ) provides a sweeping take on a range of future possibilities. Noting 
America’s transition toward a technetronic society, Brzezinski outlines the advent 
of a society “that is shaped culturally, psychologically, socially, and economically 
by the impact of  technology and electronics  —particularly in the area of computers 
and communications” (Brzezinski  1970 , p. 10). Although Brzezinski’s forecast 
does allude to networked communication technologies, his attention toward  securi-
tization and militarization   are worth invoking and relate directly to this inquiry’s 
interest in affect. Quoting Gordon J. F. MacDonald, Brzezinski writes:

  it may be possible – and tempting – to exploit for strategic-political purposes the fruits of 
research on the brain and on human behaviour … ‘one could develop a system that would 
seriously impair the brain performance of very large populations in selected regions over an 
extended period’… (Brzezinski  1970 , p. 28) 
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   That Brzezinski’s invocation of environmental warfare came at the same time 
that the USA engaged in covert cloud seeding missions during its engagement in 
Vietnam to produce more rain and thereby disrupt supply routes speaks to the pre-
scient nature of his work and predilection for  radical possibilities   (Simons  2001 ). 

 One such radical possibility serves as the basis of a scenario devised by Dunagan, 
who writes, “Another devastating terrorist attack leads to not only total neural infor-
mation awareness policies but legitimizes the wartime strategy of enemy mind con-
trol.  Mind-altering drugs and weaponized neural technologies   become standard 
military operations” (Dunagan  2004 , p. 13). While the utilization of such technolo-
gies by statist—and specifi cally military—actors would not constitute a far stretch 
for one’s imagination, or serve as an adequate black swan, especially given the CIA’s 
rather colorful history of experimenting with fringe tactics and methods, such as 
project MKULTRA (Select Committee on Intelligence, and Committee on Human 
Resources  1977 ), the potentiality for a non-state actor with an aptitude for contem-
porary mediation technologies to undertake such an initiative using a range of WWW 
interfaces defi nitely fi ts the bill. What if the attention of non-state actors turns from 
securing nuclear, biological, and/or cyber arms to  clandestine neurosomatic weap-
onry   using existing WWW interfaces? Could one weaponize social media?  

    The Unthought Future(s)’s Black Jellyfi sh 

 Over the past decade, the population of Green Bank, West Virginia has swelled to 
147 residents. While Green Bank’s serene environs are reason enough to lure people 
seeking a slice of small town America, all of the hamlet’s most recent transplants 
relocated due to the community’s position within the National Radio Quiet Zone 
(hereafter NRQZ)      . Developed by the Federal Communications Commission in 
1958 to facilitate an unobtrusive environment for radio telescopes, the 13,000 mile 2  
NRQZ also houses military intelligence facilities. Thanks to severe restrictions on 
wireless Internet signals, the NRQZ has also become a safe haven for those seeking 
refuge from infectious connectivity. Although Electromagnetic hypersensitivity 
(hereafter EHS)             remains an unrecognized medical syndrome, many report physical 
ailments—such as headaches, fatigue, and burning sensations—based on varying 
degrees of sensitivity to electromagnetic fi elds (hereafter EMF)      . For many EHS 
victims, there is no such thing as low-level radiation; even the minute doses emitted 
by smartphones are enough to bring on a range of painful symptoms. 

 But, as Stromberg reports, “the best predictor for whether a hypersensitive per-
son will experience symptoms isn’t the presence of radio frequency – it’s the belief 
that a device is turned on nearby” (Stromberg  2013 , para. 20). Furthermore, results 
of various provocation studies point toward the most elusive cause—affect. As Mild 
et al. explain:

  When provocation studies with foods, clinical ecology  provocation/desensitization meth-
ods  , household or industrial chemical agents, fragrances, and electromagnetic fi elds are 
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conducted under methodologically sound double-blind, placebo-controlled conditions, 
symptom responses do not correlate with exposure. The implication is obvious; the 
 perceived reactions are cognitively mediated. (Staudenmayer  2006 , p. 45) 

   If  EHS   victims are not actually sensitive to EMFs but rather the perceived presence 
of EMFs, then the condition’s pathology is acutely neurosomatic, which is another 
way of saying that EHS is an effect of infectious connectivity, which impacts various 
people—including some children—in different ways. As McCarty et al. report, 
“Within the limitations of the study, we concluded that we demonstrated the  neuro-
logical syndrome   in the subject we studied. The question of whether EMF hyper-sen-
sitivity is a signifi cant public-health problem was not addressed here” (McCarty et al. 
 2011 , p. 675). It is impossible to analyze the potentiality for EHS becoming a “signifi -
cant public-health problem” without indulging an array of conspiracy theories; how-
ever, this is precisely what the Unthought Future(s) necessitates. 

 Black Jellyfi sh are all about  scale  . They require that one take something small 
and imagine it on a much larger and more impactful scale. What if 10, 20, or 30 % 
of the global population experienced the symptoms of EHS? What if the dynamics 
and drivers underlying climate deniers and the more recent anti-vaccination move-
ment were applied to EMF? In short, what if a positive feedback loop emerged sur-
rounding the perceived—and not actual—effects of EMF? Could the NRQZ be 
expanded? Might the affl icted become refugees? How might national and interna-
tional interests collide and compete over the public health implications? Such inqui-
ries are very clearly not unimaginable, but the potential ramifi cations require one to 
confront the unthought.  

    Scenarios 

    The Extended Present 

 What began as the online  grumblings   of a few parents quickly mutated into a grass-
roots movement seeking answers. A mysterious pandemic has scientists scratching 
their heads and thousands of children in 27 countries displaying a range of abnormal 
behavior—from uncontrollable spasms to near-catatonic states. The only common 
 denominator linking   the affl icted is the utilization of a popular early-childhood lan-
guage learning application, which became a global phenomenon in 2018. By mid- 
2019, the app had registered millions of downloads, although it instantly drew 
warnings from medical professionals concerned over its engrossing interface and 
addictive gameplay. Many esteemed scientists spoke out at the height of the buzz, but 
their informed concerns were drowned out as parents cheered the developmental 
leaps and bounds made by their children. An investigation by the Center for Disease 
Control has not yet returned any conclusive results, and political leaders have called 
 numerous hearings   in an effort to assuage irate constituents. Increasingly, protests are 
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turning violent as enraged parents take to the streets in anger. With high-level 
 international meetings underway to discuss multilateral measures to keep the incident 
from spreading, some are already looking ahead to the next incident.  

    The Familiar Future(s) 

 Following the release of thousands of classifi ed government documents in the wake 
of yet another  whistle-blower scandal  , one report on a covert government-funded 
program is reigniting anger amongst bereaved parents who lost their children during 
a mysterious pandemic that struck over a decade ago. Chronicling the government’s 
involvement in aiding research and development of  neuro-affective manipulation 
technology   via a range of online media interfaces, which was later used to build 
innovative child learning applications, the report also notes how the technology was 
part of a cache of data lost during a massive cyberattack in 2028. Although this 
detail was buried in the initial news coverage, health providers and a number of 
veterans’ groups have pressed for more information and swift action in light of the 
enigmatic neurological symptoms experienced by thousands of soldiers who served 
in Africa during a number of UN-led military operations in the 2030s. Compounding 
the situation, a prominent extremist group in the region has proclaimed the dawn of 
a new age of combat and exuberantly pronounced how “new weaponry” will secure 
victory and allow them to conduct large-scale offensive strikes abroad.  

    The Unthought Future(s) 

 When news outlets began reporting on the content of a recovered video from an 
extremist group announcing an attack on New York City using an unstoppable, 
invisible weapon, many, including senior government offi cials, immediately down-
played the threat. While the government responded with calm, the public response 
was fear. Fuelled by  rampant speculation and wariness   from suspicious outbreaks in 
the recent past, including damaging information from an array of leaked documents, 
panic transformed into phobia as thousands began to seek medical attention for an 
array of symptoms. Seeking treatment for everything from mild, yet recurrent, 
headaches to debilitating nausea, the affl icted refused to believe that they were well, 
even though many, if not most, were given a clean bill of health. Online support 
groups for the affl icted grew exponentially, driven by the hypothesis that shielding 
oneself from electronics, specifi cally Internet-enabled devices, would provide relief. 
What began as the migration of a few families quickly turned into the departure of 
thousands seeking refuge, and the government was forced to provide aid to the 
encampments, which were intentionally set up in rural areas.  Communication   with 
the encampments has been nearly impossible due to the strict anti-electronics rules 
and securitized perimeters of the camps.   
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    Pushing and Weighing the Future(s) 

   Affects are  projectiles   just like weapons; feelings are introceptive like tools. … Weapons 
are affects and affects weapons. (Deleuze and Guattari  1987 , p. 400) 

   The public revelation of the  Stuxnet virus     , which was designed to cripple Iran’s 
nuclear program, came as a surprise to many and garnered international media 
attention, and some declared its entrance onto the international stage a “declaration 
of cyber-war” (Gross  2011 ) and the arrival of a “cyber weapon of mass destruction” 
(Langner  2011 ). While Stuxnet was designed with a very precise target in mind, it 
has subsequently been released into the “wild” and has since infected a Russian 
nuclear reactor and the International Space Station (Shamah  2013 ). Writing on the 
nature of a computer virus, Sampson opines,

  The  digital virus   is, like a shipwreck or plane crash, understood as integral to the technology 
from which it came: an  accident of substance . It is, accordingly, the invention of the net-
work that “provokes” the accident because the potential to break down preexisted,  pre- 
force  , in the substance of its invention. (Sampson  2012 , p. 119) 

   Much like the networks infected by a computer virus, our porous humanity is 
also prone to accidents, but affect as invited accident is only one way of reading 
the dynamics of the MPI outbreak in Le Roy, small children’s exposure to and 
usage of WWW interfaces, the possibility of non-state actors deploying neuroso-
matic weaponry, and the potential scaling-up of EHS into a signifi cant public 
health problem. There are other ways of reading these disparate, yet intercon-
nected, phenomena. 

 All of the above  phenomena   are entrenched within the dynamic machinations 
of infectious connectivity, and each relies on neurosomatic exploits inherent to our 
all-too- human interfaces with contemporary WWW-Internet-based technologies, 
if only to be truly affective. Human beings have always employed tools to enhance 
the limits of our being in the world, but increasingly our tools are becoming more 
pronounced prostheses, which portend a range of radical, and perhaps unwelcome, 
possibilities—we are, then, perhaps more accurately “prosthetic becomings” 
whose very sociality has come to rely upon a range of things (Dator et al.  2015 , 
p. 3). As Stone notes, “ Prosthetic sociality   implies new and frequently strange defi -
nitions of space, volume, surface, and distance; in prosthetic sociality the medium 
of  connection defi nes the meaning of the community” (Stone  1994 , p. 178). What 
if the medium of connection is infectious? What if some are compelled to connect 
just as some were compelled to dance in the streets of Strasbourg in 1518? The 
degree to which affect might act as a push versus a weight toward the future of the 
WWW/Internet remains to be seen, and one of the critical concerns of this analysis 
centers on how such events might unfold, which necessitates a more dynamic 
approach to alternative future(s) scenarios planning. While the queries posed 
might appear too big, complex, and insoluble, this is precisely what Postnormal 
Times demands.     
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